
Online Retailer Layla Sleep has launched the
Layla Pillow - And it's a game changer

The Layla Pillow matches the Layla Mattress

The Layla Pillow Has Arrived.

FREMONT, CALIFORNIA, UNITED
STATES, November 7, 2017
/EINPresswire.com/ -- A pioneer in the
online mattress space, Layla Sleep was
the first company to manufacture a
copper infused memory foam mattress,
the first to offer a double-sided dual
firmness bed, and the first to offer a
lifetime warranty on their product. After
realizing much success with the Layla
Mattress, the direct to consumer e-
commerce retailer has launched another
innovative product… and it’s a game
changer. In line with their pioneering
ways, Layla Sleep offers a series of firsts
with the new Layla Pillow.

For starters, the pillow cover is cut from the same fabric as the Layla mattress cover matching the
mattress perfectly, which is a really nice touch. But it’s what’s woven into the fabric of the cover that
makes this pillow a big deal. 

Copper! The folks at Layla have managed to use copper woven fabric to cover their pillow, similar to
what you see athletes wear on their bodies. The brand says that copper in the pillow cover offers a
variety of great benefits to the user, the primary being that the copper woven fabric keeps the pillow
(and the user) nice and cool.

Other benefits of copper fibers in the pillow cover include;  Reduction of inflammation, Expedited
healing of scars and wounds, and a reduction in snoring. Layla has also pioneered a first with the fill
they use for this pillow. The Layla Pillow is filled with a mix of natural Kapok fibers and premium
reactive memory foam. Layla states this pillow fill is entirely unique and unlike any other pillow offered
in the bedding industry to date.

Layla Sleep offers a 120 night trial on their pillow and states if you don’t totally love it they will take
your pillow back for a full refund within 120 days of purchase. To learn more about the Layla Pillow
visit Laylasleep.com/product/layla-pillow.  

Contact Layla Sleep at 844-775-2952 or email support@laylasleep.com.
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